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A high rise office worker deals with Hurricane Herbert when it hits New York City.

About the AuthorLearn more about Charles Dougherty and his books at clrdougherty.com. While
you're there, sign up for his mailing list; he'll send you a free short story. You'll find a blog there,
too, with guest posts written by the characters from his books.Dougherty is a lifelong sailor; he's
lived what he writes. He and his wife have spent over 30 years sailing together. For 15 years,
they lived aboard their boat full-time, cruising the East Coast and the islands. They spent most of
that time exploring the Eastern Caribbean. Dougherty is well acquainted with the islands and
their people. The characters and locations in his novels reflect his experience.A storyteller
before all else, Dougherty lets his characters speak for themselves. Pick up one of his thrillers
and listen to the sound of adventure as you smell the salt air. Enjoy the views of distant horizons
and meet some people you won't forget.Welcome aboard.
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Hurricane HerbertCopyright 2012 by Jerry D YoungAll Rights ReservedThe following is a work of
fiction. Any resemblance to actual names, persons, businesses, and incidents is strictly
coincidental. Locations are used only in the general sense and do not represent the real place in
actuality.Hurricane Herbert – A VignetteBruce Jenson looked out at the sea. It looked just like it
did on most days. Calm. But as Bruce turned away from the window of the skyscraper he felt a
chill go down his spine. It had been years since New York City had suffered the effects of a major
hurricane. And the one sweeping a curving track mostly northwest from the mid-Atlantic was a
major one.Already Category 3 and becoming worse by the minute, Hurricane Herbert was
forecast to make landfall somewhere between Norfolk and Atlantic City. That was the cone of
uncertainty. At the moment. If the storm edged further north that cone would include New York
City.With the Jet Stream slipping southward and eastward, it could affect the storm enough to
push it that far north. The weather forecasters, at least most of them, were already admitting the
possibility of Herbert hitting New York. It would simply take some time to tell if the Jet Stream
shifted the current track enough to cause it.Unfortunately, the business he was conducting here
in the City was not going very well. The deal should have been cut and dried, signed by all
parties three days previously. If it was up to him, he’d have the company pull out of the deal and
find something else.It wasn’t up to him and his bosses, all up the line to the president of the
company, wanted this deal. If Bruce had to use all his negotiation skills to get it, then so be it. He
wasn’t to pack it in and go home until the deal was signed. He could seal it and deliver it.Bruce
sat down on the bed in the hotel room, swung his legs up, and leaned back against the luxurious
pillows he had placed against the headboard. Bruce didn’t actively think about the deal. He
simply let his thoughts and subconscious roam. He’d often come up with deal makers by doing
the same thing at other times.An hour later, Bruce was smiling. No, he couldn’t just call off the
deal. But he could delay it, with Hurricane Herbert as the reason. If he was right, the other side
would not want to wait. They wanted this deal. They just wanted terms that the company Bruce
worked for wouldn’t give.Checking his watch, Bruce got off the bed and went to his attaché case
on the table near the door to the hotel room. He was whistling slightly as the doorman flagged a
cab for him and he headed back into the fray of corporate negotiations.Bruce endured the not
very subtle or kind remarks about wimps and hurricanes. One of the other team even said that
New York City wasn’t subject to hurricanes. Something to do with currents or something was his
best explanation.The threat of delay was enough to bring the negotiators around. The only
problem was the head guy refused to sign off on the contract until he had a chance to read
through it again. It would be Monday, at the earliest, before he would be ready.Bruce was sure he
was just stalling, annoyed that Bruce had managed to get all the requirements his bosses had
wanted incorporated, and on short notice. When Bruce called his home office and said he was
coming home for the weekend and would return the following Monday, he was put on hold.
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Joy, “An excellent story with good advice if one ever heads into .... An excellent story with good
advice if one ever heads into a hurricane or other of nature's explosions. As with most of Jerry
Young's writings you have to overlook some of the incorrect grammar to appreciate his excellent
story telling abilities.”

Lee Williams, “Old school Prepper fiction.. Pleasant reminder of earlier tales. A good entrée to
Jerry Young's style of storytelling.”

Maral L.P., “Pretty Good!. I enjoy all of this authors book .”

The book by Jerry D Young has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 12 people have provided feedback.
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